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TAX POLICY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN THE PRESENCE OF ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION IN CAPITAL MARKETS

Abstract

This paper considers the implications of asymmetric information in capital markets for entrepreneurial entry and tax policy. In many countries, governments subsidize the creation of new firms. One possible justification for these subsidies is that capital markets for the financing of new firms do not function properly. We analyse this issue by assuming that entrepreneurs need outside financing for their projects and know more about the quality of their projects than outside investors. Entrepreneurs have the choice between carrying out their entrepreneurial projects or working as an employee. It turns out that asymmetric information in capital markets leads to too much rather than too little entrepreneurial entry. Therefore, the optimal tax policy should discourage rather than subsidize entrepreneurial entry. We also analyse the welfare effects of project screening and show that there is too much screening. Our policy conclusion is that subsidies for the foundation of firms must be based on reasons other than informational asymmetries in capital markets.

JEL Code: H21, G14, G32.
1 Introduction

Start-up firms are commonly thought to play an important role in fostering economic growth, innovation and employment. Therefore, governments in many countries frequently take measures at local and state levels to stimulate entrepreneurial activity.\(^1\) Although existing empirical studies suggest that public assistance programs improve the survival chances and enhance the employment growth rates of young firms\(^2\), no efficiency argument about such public policy can be derived from this correlation. An efficiency-based argument for public policies supporting start-up firms requires that market signals are somehow distorted, i.e. that market failure in the form of too little entrepreneurial entry exists. One argument to justify this policy are the alleged positive externalities of entrepreneurial activity.\(^3\) If start-up firms are the source of positive externalities, public policy intervention would be desirable.\(^4\) But it is an unresolved empirical issue whether the market produces too few or too many firms.\(^5\)

Another important problem faced by entrepreneurs is the existence of capital market imperfections. Since start-ups require investments that usually far exceed the entrepreneur’s own wealth, it is often necessary for new firms to raise outside finance. Here, entrepreneurs face two key problems. Firstly, outside investors know much less about the prospects of a young firm than the entrepreneurs themselves. This informational asymmetry is particularly severe in the case of young and innovative start-ups. Entrepreneurs setting up a new firm usually do not have their own track record, their market potential is unproven and they often lack collateral as well as managerial and commercial experience. Therefore the investors’ money is exposed to formidable risk. The second problem is that the relationship between the entrepreneur and the financier suffers from moral hazard problems. For these reasons it is often argued that bank loans or equity finance by independent investors are difficult to obtain and that venture capital is better adapted to solve the special problems of financing early-stage business.\(^6\)

Much of the academic literature on public policy and capital market imperfections focuses on moral hazard problems in the agency relationship between venture capitalists and

---

1 In Germany, for example, there are more than 500 different programs to encourage entrepreneurial entry. For an analysis of the different programs see Gebhardt and Schmidt (2001) or Keuschnigg and Nielsen (2001).
2 For such an empirical investigation see Almus and Prantl (2001).
3 For an overview and a systematization of positive externalities see Romer (1996).
4 Gebhardt and Schmidt (2001), for example, argue that positive externalities justify subsidies for start-up firms.
5 For further discussion on this point see Holtz-Eakin (2000).
entrepreneurs. Keuschnigg and Nielsen (2000, 2002) emphasize on the productive contribution of venture capitalists to the survival and success of start-up firms. They find that the effort of the venture capitalists tends to be inefficiently low in market equilibrium. As a consequence, they argue that there is room for welfare-enhancing tax policy interventions such as cutting the capital gains tax rates on small firms or subsidizing the revenues of the venture capitalists. Gompers and Lerner (1999) show empirically that changes in the capital gains tax rate significantly affect venture capital investment.

De Meza and Webb (1987) focus on adverse selection problems and show that asymmetric information in capital markets may lead to overinvestment. The tax policy implications of this tendency towards overinvestment are explored in De Meza and Webb (1988). Fuest et al (2000) also consider a model where the capital market suffers from adverse selection problems. They show that, if there is asymmetric information between entrepreneurs and outside investors, the capital structure of new firms will be distorted in favour of debt financing. In this situation, it is optimal to support equity financing through the tax system.

One important limitation of most of these contributions is that they do not consider the question of entrepreneurial entry itself, i.e. the number of entrepreneurs is taken as given. Exceptions are Gordon (1998) and DeMeza and Webb (2000). Gordon (1998) points out that the fiscal treatment of start-ups should depend on the motives behind firm formation. Gordon emphasises, for instance, the difference between innovative firms and copy-cat firms who follow the innovators. He recommends tax distortions favoring innovative firms. De Meza and Webb (2000) analyse a model with adverse selection and moral hazard and conclude that the government should discourage rather than encourage entrepreneurial entry, even in situations where credit rationing occurs.

This paper departs from the empirical observation that rates of failure are very high among newly founded firms, which suggests that there may be a problem of too many low quality projects being carried out. We analyse this argument in a simple partial equilibrium model of occupational choice, where potential entrepreneurs can choose between carrying out an entrepreneurial project and the alternative of working as employees. If they become entrepreneurs, they must finance their projects in a capital market which is plagued by informational asymmetries. We analyse the optimality of entrepreneurial entry and financing decisions under different assumptions about the set of financing instruments and the type of
informational asymmetries. Our main result is that the existence of capital market imperfections does not constitute a reason for subsidizing entrepreneurial entry. In most of the cases we consider, the optimal tax policy should discourage rather than encourage entrepreneurial entry.\(^7\) We also analyze the role of project screening. Although project screening reduces the number of low quality projects, which c.p. improves efficiency, too many firms choose the screening option in the laissez faire equilibrium.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives a few examples of governmental measures in different countries to encourage entrepreneurial activity. In section 3 we compile a few statistics on entrepreneurial activity and survival rates of start ups in different countries. Section 4 includes our main reasoning showing that there is too much entrepreneurial entry due to capital market imperfections. In this section we first analyse entrepreneurial entry when debt financing without screening is the only source of finance, then we extend the analysis by introducing the possibility of screening. Subsequently we investigate the impact of equity financing. Section 5 considers the implications of the Stiglitz-Weiss\(^8\) argument for the optimality of entrepreneurial entry. Section 6 analyzes the role of screening in our model. Section 7 concludes.

**2 Public Policy Measures To Encourage Entrepreneurial Activity**

Given the strong link between entrepreneurship and economic growth, promoting entrepreneurship is at the top of the social, political and economic agenda in many countries around the world. Therefore, policy makers have increasingly developed and implemented strategies that nurture entrepreneurial activity. To illustrate this, a few examples of such public policy activities and their financial dimensions are presented below.

The “Multiannual Program for enterprise and entrepreneurship and in particular for small and medium sized enterprises (2001-2005)” was started by the European Community in December 2000.\(^9\) 450 million Euros were spent just on the implementation of the program. The main objectives of this program are, among others, to promote entrepreneurship, to

---

\(^7\) Our results are thus broadly in line with DeMeza and Webb (2000). The difference is that we derive these results from a much simpler model and that screening plays an important role in our analysis.

\(^8\) Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) show how capital market imperfections due to informational asymmetries may lead to credit rationing.

\(^9\) See European Council (2000).
simplify and improve the regulatory framework and to improve the financial environment for entrepreneurs. To reach these objectives the program will aim at assisting the creation of businesses and at promoting specific policies which favour start ups. The financial instruments foreseen under the program are supposed to intervene in areas where there is major weakness in the financing of start ups, such as mutual guarantee schemes and other forms of venture and seed capital. The financing of start ups will further be supported by direct investment in specialised venture capital funds. The calculated expanses for the financial instruments are 317 million Euros over the period 2001-2005.\textsuperscript{10}

In Germany, there are more than 500 different programs at federal, provincial and regional levels to encourage entrepreneurial entry.\textsuperscript{11} There are even programs supporting the study of entrepreneurship at universities. For instance, the German Federal Government, in cooperation with the “Deutsche Ausgleichsbank”, set up 42 chairs for start-up studies in order to familiarize students with issues of entrepreneurship.\textsuperscript{12} The German Government also directly supports start ups with a set of financing assisting programs. In 2001 5.6 billion euros were made available for loans in the European Recovery Program at favourable interest rates. In addition, start ups were being assisted by programs of the two assistance banks: the “Deutsche Ausgleichsbank” and the “Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau”. These banks gave more than 10 billion euros in 2001 to fund loans granted to start ups and small enterprises. Furthermore the so called “start up funding program” gives borrowers’ banks an 80\% release from liability and loan guarantees to provide the security required by banks. In the field of risk capital, funds provided by the two assistance banks mobilized more than a half billion euros in 2000 for young companies.

In the U.S., the Small Business Administration (SBA) is the largest single financial backer of small business and start ups among many other government agencies providing services and support to small and newly founded firms. It provides financial, technical and management assistance to help entrepreneurs start, run and grow their business. From 1991 to 2000 the SBA backed more than 94.6 billion U.S. dollars in loans to small business financing. Since 1958 the SBA’s venture capital program provided more than 30 billion U.S. dollars for the financing of small and start up businesses.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{10} See European Commission (2002).
\textsuperscript{11} See Gebhardt and Schmidt (2001).
\textsuperscript{12} See for this and the following measures of the German Government Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Technologie (2000).
\textsuperscript{13} See SBA (2001).
3 Empirical Evidence On Entry and Survival Rates of New Firms

In the preceding section it has been shown that in many countries numerous programs to encourage entrepreneurial activity exist. But the contribution of new firms to economic growth and employment is not only determined by their rate of birth, but also by the rate at which they exit. In this section, results from several statistical investigations about entrepreneurial entry and survival probabilities of start ups are presented.

The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM), a joint research initiative created in 1997 by Babson College and the London Business School, gives a good overview of entrepreneurial activities in many different countries around the world. In 2001 a representative sample of at least 2000 adults (persons between 20 and 64 years of age) in 29 countries was interviewed in order to systematically assess the level of start up activity or the prevalence of nascent firms (the proportion of adult population that is currently engaged in the process of creating a nascent business) and the prevalence of new young firms (the proportion of adult population that is involved in operating a business that is less than 3,5 years old), i.e., those that have survived the very early start-up phase.\(^{14}\)

Table 1: Nascent Firm Prevalence Rate By Country\(^{15}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEM Countries</th>
<th>Percentage of Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>1,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>2,59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>3,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>3,65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3,93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>4,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>4,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>4,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>4,94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>5,31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>5,39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>5,62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>5,73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>5,98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>6,35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEM Countries</th>
<th>Percentage of Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7,04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>7,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>7,27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>7,41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>7,66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>7,77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>7,78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>7,82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>7,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>8,19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>8,97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>9,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>9,32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>12,69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All countries</td>
<td>6,27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{15}\) Source: GEM 2001.
Table 2: New Firm Prevalence Rates By Country

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEM Countries</th>
<th>Percentage of Adults</th>
<th>GEM Countries</th>
<th>Percentage of Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>3.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>U.S.A.</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>4.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>7.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>All Countries</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 and 2 show the results from the GEM 2001. The most striking point in the context of this paper is that in most countries the Prevalence Rate of New Firms is much lower than the Prevalence Rate of Nascent Firms. The average New Firm Prevalence Rate for all countries (3.42%) is just a little bit more than half of the average Nascent Firm Prevalence Rate (6.27%) for all countries. This ratio may provide a very rough measure of the sustainability of start ups. Thus, it may be assumed that a very high number of entrepreneurs do not survive the early start up phase.

These figures are only valid within the GEM project and using the GEM data. Since the taken sample is only 2000 adults in some countries and since the method of the survey changed a slightly over the years, the data should not be seen as accurate portrayals of survival rates. Therefore, other calculations of survival rates for some countries are represented below.

Table 3 is based on OECD information and it shows the probabilities of cohorts of firms that entered the market from the late 1980s to the 1990s to survive the first two, four and seven years for different countries from western Europe and North America.

---

Table 3: Survival Probabilities of Entrants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>52.53</td>
<td>42.42</td>
<td>29.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>57.62</td>
<td>42.37</td>
<td>33.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>68.00</td>
<td>50.00</td>
<td>35.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>72.07</td>
<td>60.39</td>
<td>49.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>73.10</td>
<td>59.46</td>
<td>43.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>73.19</td>
<td>56.20</td>
<td>42.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>57.66</td>
<td>48.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the OECD data about 25% to 50% of entering firms fail within the first two and about 40% to 60% within the first four years of operation.

Statistics Canada provides a very detailed survey of survival probabilities of all Canadian firms with at least one employee that entered commercial industries over the 1984-1994 period. The results of this survey are reported in Table 4.

Table 4: Survival and Hazard Rates of Commercial Industries in Canada

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration (Years)</th>
<th>Survival Rate</th>
<th>Hazard Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17 Source: OECD (2001). Dates refer to average survival rates estimated for different cohorts of firms that entered the Manufacturing and the Business Service Sector.
Data for the United Kingdom only refer to the Manufacturing Sector and to cohorts of firms that entered the market in the 1985-1990 period.
The survival rates give the probability that a new firm will live beyond a certain age and the hazard rates represent the likelihood of failure at a particular age. For instance, a Canadian firm has a likelihood of 61% to survive beyond its second year, and just prior to its third year it has a 18% likelihood of failing during that third year. It is striking that the probability of a firm completing its first decade is only 20%. Of course, one has to take into account that firms may cease to exist because of takeovers or simply because a venture was only planned for a limited period of time right from the start.

Summing up, it can be stressed that the probability of new firms surviving at least seven years is just between 27% and 49% in the countries and time periods we have looked at. This process of entry and failure is very costly for an economy. One may view this process as an investment needed in market economies to discover consumers’ demand, or as an investment in managerial experience since unsuccessful entrepreneurs may learn from their experience and do better next time. But the large percentage of entrants that exit the market after only a few years of operation focuses attention on the question of whether too many firms with low probabilities of success enter the market. It will be shown in the next section that adverse selection problems due to asymmetric information on capital markets may explain why there is more entrepreneurial entry than is socially efficient.

4 Entrepreneurial Entry and Capital Market Imperfections

As mentioned above, entrepreneurs often face considerable difficulties to achieve outside funds for the financing of their projects. These difficulties are often seen as an important justification of government intervention to support entrepreneurial entry. The following analysis develops a simple theoretical model to explore whether this view is appropriate. In the following, we only present the most important features of the model in the text whereas most of the formal analysis is performed in the appendix. In our model, individuals may choose between becoming an entrepreneur and working as an employee. If they work as employees, they earn an after tax wage of \(w(1-t)\) with certainty, where \(w\) is the wage rate, which is assumed to be given exogenously, and \(t\) is the personal income tax rate. If they decide to become entrepreneurs, they have to raise funds in order to finance their projects. Each potential entrepreneur is endowed with a project which requires an investment \(K\). If the project turns out to be successful, it produces an output \(F(K)\). If it is unsuccessful, the output

---

20 For instance, Gale (1990, 188) argues that “with asymmetric information the market will not fund all socially efficient projects”.

is zero. Projects differ only by their probability of success, which is denoted by \( \varepsilon_i \). For the economy as a whole, the probability of success is distributed in the interval \([0,1]\), i.e. the worst projects fail with certainty and the best projects never fail.

What determines the amount of entrepreneurial entry in the economy? A household will decide to become an entrepreneur if the expected profit from carrying out the project is at least as high as the income when working as an employee. The marginal entrepreneur is the household who is just indifferent between becoming an entrepreneur and working as an employee. Assume that the after tax profit in the case where the project is successful is given by \( \pi(1 - \tau) \), where \( \tau \) is the profit tax rate. In the following, we will refer to this tax as the corporate income tax rate as opposed to the personal income tax rate which is the tax rate levied on income when working as an employee. The success probability of the marginal entrepreneur \( \varepsilon^m \) is given by

\[
\varepsilon^m \pi(1 - \tau) = w(1 - t) \quad (1)
\]

All households with success probabilities of at least \( \varepsilon^m \) will decide to become entrepreneurs while the households with lower success probabilities prefer to work as employees. Equation (1) shows that the amount of entrepreneurial entry depends on the expected profit \( \pi \) and the relationship between the corporate and personal income tax rates. In the absence of market failures and taxes, it is easy to show that the entry decisions taken by households are efficient for the economy as a whole. In this case, the success probability of the marginal entrepreneur is given by\(^2\)

\[
\varepsilon \ F(K) - (1 + \rho)K = w \quad (2)
\]

where \( \rho \) is the opportunity cost of investment, which may be interpreted, for instance, as the interest rate in the international capital market. Entrepreneurial entry is efficient if the expected output minus the opportunity cost of investment equals the wage rate the entrepreneur could have earned when working as an employee.

\(^2\) For the derivation see appendix A.
In the presence of informational asymmetries in the capital market, entrepreneurial entry decisions of households are not necessarily efficient from the perspective of the economy as a whole, i.e. $\varepsilon^m$ may differ from $\varepsilon^*$. The expected profit $\pi$ will in general depend on the cost of raising funds from outside investors, and these costs will be affected by informational asymmetries, so that entrepreneurial entry decisions are distorted. In our model, the government may correct these distortions by adjusting the ratio $(1 - \tau)/(1 - t)$. If the capital market imperfection leads to too little entrepreneurial entry, the government may correct for this by reducing the corporate income tax below the personal income tax and vice versa.

In the following, we assume that the capital market suffers from the following informational asymmetry: Each entrepreneur is fully informed about the specific success probability of his/her project. Outside investors cannot observe firm specific success probabilities. They only know the distribution of the success probabilities for the economy as a whole.

The implications of this informational asymmetry for entrepreneurial entry in this model depend on the type of financing which is available to entrepreneurs and also on the question of whether outside investors can acquire additional information by project screening, which is assumed to be costly. We begin with the case of debt financing without screening and then extend the analysis by allowing for costly screening and equity financing.

### 4.1 Debt Financing Without Screening

Assume that debt is the only source of finance and no signal for firm specific project quality is available. We assume that debt financing is provided by a competitive banking sector, i.e. banks make zero profits in equilibrium. Banks cannot discriminate between projects and therefore offer a standard debt contract with a uniform interest rate which we denote by $r^P$. This interest rate is based on the average success probability in the pool of projects which are carried out. Entrepreneurs will carry out their project if their expected after tax profits are at least as high as their after tax income from working as an employee. The success probability of the marginal project under debt financing, which we denote by $\varepsilon^P$, is given by

$$
\varepsilon^P \left[ F(K) - (1 + r^P)K \right](1 - \tau) = w(1 - t)
$$

(3)
Comparing (3) to (1) shows that, at $\tau = \tau$, entrepreneurial entry would be efficient ($\varepsilon^p = \varepsilon^*$) if $\varepsilon^p (1 + r^p) = 1 + \rho$, i.e. if the interest rate charged by the bank reflected project specific risk. But since banks cannot observe project specific risk, $r^p$ will only reflect average risk. Since the success probability of the marginal entrepreneur is by definition lower than the average success probability of all entrepreneurs who receive loans, we have $\varepsilon^p (1 + r^p) < 1 + \rho$, which implies that the interest rate charged to the marginal entrepreneur is inefficiently low. As a consequence, the number of entrepreneurs entering the market is inefficiently high. What is the optimal tax policy in this framework?

Result 1:

If debt financing without screening is the only source of finance, the optimal labour income tax rate is lower than the corporate income tax rate.\(^{22}\)

Given that too many entrepreneurs carry out their projects relative to the first best allocation, the result in result 1 is intuitive. By reducing the labour income tax below the corporate income tax, the government induces entrepreneurs with low quality projects to choose the option of working as an employee. Entrepreneurs with better success probabilities will carry out their projects despite the tax disadvantage. It thus turns out that, the optimal policy discourages entrepreneurial entry rather than supporting it.

4.2 Debt Financing With Screening

We now extend the analysis by assuming that, in addition to debt financing as described in the preceding section, entrepreneurs can have their project screened by banks. Screening has the advantage of allowing outside investors to observe the specific survival probability of a project. This implies that they will offer debt contracts where the interest rate reflects the project specific success probability. However, this advantage comes at a cost. The screening of projects is a complicated and time consuming task. Entrepreneurs who decide to carry out their projects may now choose between debt financing with or without screening. Screening is an interesting option for entrepreneurs with higher than average success probabilities. If

---

\(^{22}\) Proof: See appendix B.
screening was costless, the market for unscreened debt would eventually disappear as the more productive firms leave the market. The existence of a positive screening cost implies that both debt markets may coexist. Denote the success probability of an entrepreneur who is indifferent between screened and unscreened debt financing by \( \varepsilon^s \). While all entrepreneurs with a success probability bigger than \( \varepsilon^s \) will finance their investment with screened debt, entrepreneurs with smaller success probabilities than \( \varepsilon^s \) will either use unscreened debt or not carry out the project. Denote the success probability of an entrepreneur who is indifferent between using unscreened debt to finance his project and working as an employee by \( \varepsilon^{ps} \). The interest rate for screened debt, \( r \), depends on the specific success probability \( \varepsilon^s \) of the screened entrepreneur \( (r(\varepsilon^s)) \). The interest rate in the market for unscreened debt \( r^{ps} \) is based, as before, on the mean survival probability in this market. Figure 1 illustrates the equilibrium that arises in the market for debt.

![Figure 1: Success probabilities and interest rates with a screening opportunity](image)

What is the implication of the screening option for the efficiency of entrepreneurial entry? Screening reduces the average success probability of unscreened projects relative to the case where screening is not available. As a consequence, the implicit subsidy to the marginal project is smaller, but as long as the market for unscreened debt does not vanish, there is still too much entrepreneurial entry in a laissez faire equilibrium. What does this imply for tax policy?

**Result 2:**

If entrepreneurs may choose between screened and unscreened debt to finance their projects, a reduction of the labour income tax rate below the corporate income tax rate reduces entrepreneurial entry, reduces screening and raises welfare.\(^{23}\)

---

\(^{23}\) Proof: See appendix C.
Reducing the labor income tax below the corporate income tax rate now has two positive effects. Firstly, entrepreneurs with low success probabilities leave the market, which raises welfare for the reasons discussed in the preceding section. In addition, screening is reduced because the exit of low quality projects improves the average project quality in the market for unscreened debt. Given the number of entrepreneurial projects which are carried out, a reduction of screening is desirable because screening is costly. For the marginal screened firm, entering the pool of unscreened firms is not worthwhile because the benefit to the firm in the form of reduced screening cost would be offset by the fact the firm has to pay an interest rate based on the average success probability of unscreened firms. For the economy as a whole, however, no additional costs would arise if the marginal firm enters the market for unscreened debt. What the individual firm perceives as a cost is actually a redistributive effect. By entering the market for unscreened debt, the firm improves the average quality of the firms in this market and thus marginally reduces the interest rate. The problem is that, due to the existing informational asymmetry, the marginal firm cannot internalize this benefit since all firms pay the reduced interest rate.

### 4.3 The Role of Equity Financing

We have assumed so far that entrepreneurs can only use debt financing. In this section, we extend the analysis by allowing firms to use equity financing. We consider the case where entrepreneurs sell a share of the firm’s equity which allows them to finance the initial investment.\(^{24}\) Equity investors are assumed to be holding companies endowed with capital that may either be invested in equity or in other financial assets which offer the risk-free rate of return \(\rho\). To exclude the problem of incomplete loss offset, we assume that the initial equity investment \(K\) may be deducted for tax purposes from the profits of the holding companies, so that there is no tax deduction at the level of the firm issuing the equity (see appendix D). The holding companies will purchase equity shares of entrepreneurs if the expected profits of this investment are at least as high as the after tax profits that the holding companies receive by investing in safe financial assets. The expected profits are once again based on the average success probability of all firms issuing equity. This implies that the result of too much entrepreneurial entry also holds for the case of equity financing.

---

\(^{24}\) One may ask whether firms would not want to sell the entire firm in the equity market. The problem is that selling more equity than what is required to finance \(K\) would be a bad signal to the equity market. It is straightforward to show that the equilibrium is one where all entrepreneurs only sell equity with value \(K\).
Result 3:

If entrepreneurs finance their investment through equity financing, a reduction of the labour income tax rate below the corporate income tax rate, departing from an equilibrium with no tax distortion, reduces entrepreneurial entry and increases welfare.\(^{25}\)

The explanation for result 3 is equivalent to that of result 1, where firms used unscreened debt financing. The shares of firms with low success probabilities are overpriced in the equity market, so that there is a subsidy to entrepreneurs with low productivity projects. By reducing the labour income tax below the corporate income tax, the government may neutralize this subsidy and reduce the entry of low productivity firms.

5 The possibility of credit rationing

So far it was assumed that, despite asymmetric information in project quality all entrepreneurial projects do get funded if entrepreneurs are willing to pay sufficiently high risk premia. But it is well known that informational asymmetries may also lead to credit rationing (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981). In this section, we consider the implications of the Stiglitz-Weiss argument for entrepreneurial entry.

We now assume that projects differ not only by their probability of success but also in their productivity if they are successful. Projects which are very risky, i.e. projects with a low probability of success, also generate very high profits if they are successful. As in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981) all projects have the same expected return ex ante. We also assume in this section that first best entrepreneurial entry requires that all projects under consideration are carried out. This implies that an inefficiency emerges when the projects of some entrepreneurs do not get funded.

\(^{25}\) Proof: See appendix D.
5.1 Credit Rationing in the Case of Unscreened Debt Financing

Consider first the case where unscreened debt is the only source of finance for entrepreneurs. The characteristic of the marginal entrepreneur is still that his expected return of starting a new business and his wage income when working as an employee are the same. But while the expected output now remains constant when the success probability changes, the probability of debt default rises with a decrease in the success probability. This implies that entrepreneurs with success probabilities higher than that of the marginal entrepreneur will not carry out their project since they have a rather high probability of paying back the debt and therefore a rather low expected profit. Thus, the marginal entrepreneur is now the one with the highest success probability of all projects getting funded.

It is a well known property of the Stiglitz-Weiss model that the interest rate charged by banks will affect the average success probability of all projects financed. An increase in the interest rate will induce the entrepreneurs with the highest success probabilities to leave the market. The average success probability of the project pool will therefore decline with a rise in the interest rate. Banks take this adverse selection effect into account when setting the interest rate.\(^{26}\)

Now there are two possible equilibria in the market for debt. If the success probabilities of the entrepreneurs seeking capital are so low that banks’ expected revenues from giving loans to entrepreneurs is less than the secure investment, banks would make losses and a situation with complete credit rationing would arise. This may occur because banks will not be able to deal with increasing risks of default by raising the interest rates charged on loans. The increase in the interest rate would only induce the low risk projects to leave the market. This adverse selection effect reduces the expected revenue for the bank and may overcompensate the effect of the higher interest rate. In this case, no project would be financed and the government may raise welfare by creating tax incentives for more entrepreneurial entry. If the corporate tax rate is reduced below the labour income tax rate, more entrepreneurs are willing to enter the market at a given interest rate and the average success probability in the credit portfolio would improve, so that, at some point of tax difference, credit rationing may vanish and some entrepreneurs enter the market.

\(^{26}\) Proof: see appendix E.
In contrast, if the expected revenue from giving credits to entrepreneurs is higher than the secure investment, competition among banks would imply that all banks make zero profits. In this case, some but not all entrepreneurs carry out their projects. All entrepreneurs with a success probability which is below that of the marginal entrepreneur will carry out the project. The resulting equilibrium is characterized by too little entrepreneurial entry, i.e. some entrepreneurs with low risk projects prefer to become employees. In this case, it is again welfare enhancing to reduce the corporate tax rate below the labour income tax rate in order to increase entrepreneurial entry.

The results derived so far in this section can be summarized as:

**Result 4:**

If projects differ in risk but have the same expected returns, and if unscreened debt is the only source of finance for entrepreneurs, a reduction of the corporate income tax rate below the labour income tax rate increases entrepreneurial entry and raises welfare.

The market failure which explains result 4 may again be explained by considering the entrepreneurial entry decision of the marginal firm. The marginal firm does not take into account that, by entering the credit market, it improves the average success probability in the pool of firms asking for credits. However, since all firms face the same credit contract, the benefit of this improvement is distributed to all firms, i.e. the marginal firm entering the market now exerts a positive externality for all other firms. This explains why, in the equilibrium without government intervention, there is too little entrepreneurial entry.

**5.2 Credit Rationing in the Case of Screened Debt and Equity Financing**

Result 4 contradicts our earlier findings in section 4, according to which there was a tendency for too much entrepreneurial entry. However, a limitation of the result in result 4 is that it no longer holds if either project screening or equity financing is allowed. In this sense, equity financing dominates debt financing in this setting since equity financing does not imply any screening costs.

---

27 Proof: see appendix F.
Consider first the problem of equity financing. If entrepreneurs can sell their firm in the equity market, the problem of asymmetric information vanishes because all firms have the same expected return. But it should be noticed that some entrepreneurs, especially those with very small start ups, might have difficulties in raising equity.

Consider next the possibility of screening. If banks can screen projects at a certain cost per unit of funds invested, two equilibria may arise. Firstly, it is possible that some projects are financed via unscreened debt but that no screening takes place. This equilibrium would arise if the expected revenue from the marginal entrepreneur, i.e. the entrepreneur with the highest success probability, is higher in the case of unscreened debt than in the case of screened debt. The possibility of screening would then be irrelevant for all entrepreneurs because screening is too costly.

The second possible equilibrium is one where it is profitable for entrepreneurs with high success probabilities to choose the screening option, i.e. their expected return from starting a new business is higher than working as an employee even when the interest rate reflects the screening costs. In this situation all projects would be carried out since all entrepreneurs with low risks would let banks screen their projects. Thus, the case for subsidizing entrepreneurial entry vanishes. These results may be summarized as

**Result 5:**

If projects differ in risk but have the same expected returns, and if entrepreneurs may finance their projects either through screened debt or equity, tax incentives cannot improve the efficiency of entrepreneurial entry.\(^{28}\)

6. The efficiency of project screening

So far, our analysis has shown that screening may significantly affect the level of entrepreneurial entry and the efficiency of the equilibrium. This raises the question whether the level of screening under laissez faire is efficient. Consider first the variant of the model developed in section 3, where projects differ in their expected return. High quality firms are willing to bear the cost of screening because screening allows them to receive loans at lower

---

\(^{28}\) Proof: see appendix G.
interest rates. Why could this be inefficient for the economy as a whole? Consider a firm which is just indifferent between screening and no screening. It has been shown in section 4.2 that the project quality of this firm is marginally higher than that of the best projects in the pooling market. For this firm, the benefit of entering the pooling market would be that the screening cost can be avoided. The cost is that the firm has to pay an interest rate which is based on average project quality in the pooling market, which is lower than the project quality of this specific firm. The problem is that, what the individual firm perceives as a cost of entering the pooling market is only a redistributive effect for the economy as a whole. Since the firm improves average quality in the pooling market, all firms in this market benefit if the firm switches from the screening to the pooling market. Individual firms do not take into account this positive externality of entering the pooling market, so that there is too much screening, given the overall number of projects.

But there is a further effect of screening which has to be taken into account. If more firms choose the screening option, average project quality in the pooling market declines and interest rates increase. This drives some low quality projects out of the market, i.e. the marginal entrepreneurs will not carry out their projects. Since these projects are inefficient for the economy as a whole, this is a positive effect of screening. Again, individual firms do not take this into account when deciding for or against project screening. So the question arises whether this positive effect of screening may outbalance the negative effect of screening described above, i.e. whether there is too much or too little screening. In general, this depends on how firms are distributed over project quality. But if we assume that there is a uniform distribution if firms over project quality, it turns out that the tendency towards too much screening prevails, so that a case can be made for taxes on screening activities:

**Result 6**

If firms are uniformly distributed over project quality, introducing a tax on screening increases welfare.\(^{29}\)

Of course, result 6 cannot easily translated into policy conclusions because, even if one accepts the herioc assumption of a uniform distribution of firms over project quality, it is probably impossible to design a tax which distinguishes between screening expenditures and

\(^{29}\) Proof: See appendix H.
other activities of banks. Moreover, there are several additional aspects of screening which should be taken into account but are not covered by our analysis so far. One important issue is the fact that screening is likely to be imperfect. If screening only produces an imperfect signal about project quality, the result that there is too much screening may be reversed. Boadway and Sato (1999) consider a model with two types of project quality and costly screening, where a higher screening intensity reduces the probability of screening errors. It turns out that the screening intensity may also be too low.

Finally, the analysis does not take into account that screening activities are typically linked to consulting, which implies that screening may be considered as productive. For instance, one could assume that screening not only reveals information but also increases the success probability of screened projects. Here, the question arises whether banks (or venture capitalists) have sufficient incentives to engage in costly but productive screening activities. In a model with two-sided moral hazard but without adverse selection, Keuschnigg and Nielsen (2002) show that there will be a tendency towards too little screening (or consulting effort).

7. Conclusions

Our analysis has focused on the distortions of entrepreneurial entry decisions in the presence of capital market imperfections and the role of tax policy as a corrective device. We have shown that, under different assumptions on the available sources of finance, adverse selection problems in capital markets lead to too much rather than too little entrepreneurial entry. The only exception is the case discussed in section 5, where credit rationing may occur or low risk projects leave the market. However, this result is not very robust. It has been shown that the case for subsidizing entrepreneurial entry vanishes in this case if equity financing or screening is taken into account. Our analysis thus suggests that arguments in favour of subsidizing entrepreneurial entry cannot easily be based on the observation that new firms, which need outside finance, face poorly informed outside investors.

We have also considered the question whether there is too much or too little project screening. In our model there is a tendency towards too much screening, despite the fact that an increase in screening activities drives low quality projects out of the market. But if additional considerations external the simple model we use, are taken into account, such as imperfect
screening or productive effects of screening, the result that there is too much screening is called into question. Given this, the best policy may be not to intervene in private screening activities.

One should also note that our analysis does not dismiss subsidies for entrepreneurial entry in general. As mentioned in the introduction, the analysis of this paper focuses on problems of asymmetric information in the capital market for start-up firms and abstracts from other potential justifications of subsidies for entrepreneurs, such as positive externalities of firm formation or the positive impact of entrepreneurship on labour market performance.

Appendix

Notation for Appendices A-H

\[
\begin{align*}
K & : \text{investment required by each project (exogenous)} \\
F(K) & : \text{output if project is successful} \\
\varepsilon & : \text{success probability, which is distributed in the interval } [0,1] \\
g(\varepsilon) & : \text{density function (continuous) of success probability} \\
G(\varepsilon) & : \text{distribution function of success probability} \\
w & : \text{wage income (exogenous)} \\
\rho & : \text{risk-free interest rate} \\
\tau & : \text{corporate income tax rate} \\
t & : \text{labor income tax rate} \\
c & : \text{screening costs per unit of capital } K \\
\end{align*}
\]

Appendix A

If potential entrepreneurs with a success probability of at least \( \varepsilon^* \) carry out the project, overall welfare \( W \) is given by

\[
W = \int_{\varepsilon^*}^{1}[\varepsilon F(K) - (1 + \rho)Kg(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon + \int_{0}^{\varepsilon^*}wg(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon , \quad (A.1)
\]

The optimal level of entrepreneurial entry is thus given by

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^*} = -[\varepsilon^* F(K) - (1 + \rho)K - w]g(\varepsilon^*) = 0 \quad (A.2)
\]

which implies

\[
\varepsilon^* F(K) - (1 + \rho)K = w , \quad (A.3)
\]

Q.E.D.
Appendix B

Denote $\varepsilon^p$ as the uniform interest rate offered by banks and $\varepsilon^p$ as the survival probability of the marginal firm. $\varepsilon^p$ is given by:

$$\varepsilon^p \left[ F(K) - (1 + r^p)K \right] (1 - \tau) = w(1 - t), \quad (B.1)$$

$r^p$ must satisfy (zero profit condition):

$$\varepsilon^p + (1 + r^p) - (1 + \rho) = 0 \quad (B.2)$$

where $\varepsilon^{p+}$ is the mean of the survival probability of all firms issuing debt

$$\varepsilon^{p+} = \frac{1}{(1 - G(\varepsilon^p))} \int_{\varepsilon^p} g(\varepsilon) d\varepsilon \quad (B.3)$$

Substituting (B.1) into (B.2) yields (with $\beta = \frac{(1-t)}{(1-\tau)}$)

$$\varepsilon^p F(K) - \varepsilon^{p+} (1 + \rho) K = w \beta \quad (B.4)$$

Reducing $t$ below $\tau$ implies an increase in $\beta$. Equation (B.4) implies $\frac{de^p}{d\beta} > 0$. The marginal effect of an increase in $\varepsilon^p$ on welfare, evaluated from $\beta=1$, is

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^p} = - \left[ \varepsilon^p F(K) - (1 + \rho) K - w \right] g(\varepsilon^p) \quad (B.5)$$

Substituting (B.4) into (B.5) yields

$$\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^p} = \left( 1 - \frac{\varepsilon^p}{\varepsilon^{p+}} \right) (1 + \rho) K g(\varepsilon^p) > 0 \quad (B.6)$$

Q.E.D.

Appendix C

$\varepsilon^s$ is given by:

$$\varepsilon^s \left[ F(K) - (1 + r(\varepsilon^s))K \right] (1 - \tau) = \varepsilon^s \left[ F(K) - (1 + r^{ps})K \right] (1 - \tau), \quad (C.1)$$

$\varepsilon^{ps}$ is given by

$$\varepsilon^{ps} \left[ F(K) - (1 + r^{ps})K \right] = w \beta \quad (C.2)$$

Given that banks make zero profits, the interest rates $r(\varepsilon^s)$ and $r^{ps}$ are given by
\[ 1 + r(\varepsilon^s) = \frac{(1 + \rho)(1 + c)}{\varepsilon^s} \]  
(C.3)

and
\[ 1 + r^{ps} = \frac{1 + \rho}{\varepsilon^{ps+}}. \]  
(C.4)

where
\[ \varepsilon^{ps+} = \frac{1}{(G(\varepsilon^s) - G(\varepsilon^{ps}))/\varepsilon^{ps}} \]  
(C.5)

is the mean of the survival probability of firms in the market for unscreened debt.

Using (C.3) and (C.4), (C.1) can be written as
\[ 1 + c = \frac{\varepsilon^s}{\varepsilon^{ps+}} \]  
(C.6)

and (C.2) becomes
\[ \varepsilon^{ps} F(K) - \frac{\varepsilon^{ps}}{\varepsilon^{ps+}}(1 + \rho)K = w\beta . \]  
(C.7)

(C.7) and (C.6) can be written as
\[ A(\varepsilon^{ps}, \varepsilon^s, \beta) \equiv \frac{\varepsilon^{ps}}{\varepsilon^{ps+}}(1 + \rho)K - w\beta = 0 \]  
(C.8)

and
\[ B(\varepsilon^{ps}, \varepsilon^s, \beta) \equiv \frac{\varepsilon^s}{\varepsilon^{ps+}} - (1 + c) = 0 \]  
(C.9)

Differentiating (C.8) and (C.9) using Cramer’s rule yields
\[ \frac{de^{ps}}{d\beta} = -\frac{1}{\Xi} \frac{\partial A}{\partial \beta} \frac{\partial B}{\partial \varepsilon^s} > 0 \]  
(C.10)

and
\[ \frac{de^s}{d\beta} = \frac{1}{\Xi} \frac{\partial A}{\partial \beta} \frac{\partial B}{\partial \varepsilon^{ps}} > 0 \]  
(C.11)

where
\[ \Xi = \frac{\partial A}{\partial \varepsilon^{ps}} \frac{\partial B}{\partial \varepsilon^s} = \frac{\partial A}{\partial \varepsilon^s} \frac{\partial B}{\partial \varepsilon^{ps}} > 0. \]

Overall welfare is now given by
\[ W = n \int_{\varepsilon^s}^{1} [eF(K) - (1 + \rho)(1 + c)K]g(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon + n \int_{\varepsilon^{ps}}^{1} [eF(K) - (1 + \rho)K]g(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon + n \int_{0}^{\varepsilon^{ps}} wg(\varepsilon)d\varepsilon \]  
(A.7)
Differentiating with respect to \( \varepsilon^p_s \) and \( \varepsilon^s \) yields

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^p_s} = -n\left[ \varepsilon^p_s F(K) - (1 + \rho K) - w \right] g(\varepsilon^p_s)
\]

(A.8)

and

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^s} = nc (1 + \rho) K g(\varepsilon^s) > 0
\]

(A.9)

Evaluating (A.8) at \( \beta = 1 \) and using (13) yields

\[
\frac{\partial W}{\partial \varepsilon^p_s} = n \left( 1 - \frac{\varepsilon^p_s}{\varepsilon^p_f} \right) (1 + \rho) K g(\varepsilon^p_s) > 0
\]

(C.15)

It follows that an increase in \( \beta \), departing from \( \beta = 1 \), increases welfare. Q.E.D.

Appendix D

The equity share required to finance \( K \) is given by

\[ (1 + \rho(1 - \tau)) K = s \varepsilon^p e^+ F(K)(1 - \tau) + \tau K, \]

(D.1)

where \( \varepsilon^p e^+ \) is the mean of the survival probability of all firms issuing equity.

The profit of an entrepreneur issuing equity can thus be written as

\[
(1 - s)(\varepsilon^p F(K)(1 - \tau)) = \left( \varepsilon^p_i F(K) - \frac{\varepsilon^p_i}{\varepsilon^p e^+} (1 + \rho) K \right) (1 - \tau).
\]

(D.2)

Comparing (D.2) to (A.4) shows that the expected profits of entrepreneurs in the cases of unscreened debt financing and equity financing is the same. Q.E.D.

Appendix E

\( p_i \): success probability of project \( i \) (distributed in \([0,1]\))

\( \gamma(p_i) \): output multiplier (indicates profitability)
\[ \gamma(p_i)p_i = 1 \]

The success probability of the indifferent entrepreneur \( p^n \) is given by:

\[ p^n \left[ \gamma(p^n)F(K) - (1 + r^n)K \right] = w\beta. \quad (E.1) \]

Increase in \( r^n \) leads to an decrease in \( p^n \):

\[ \frac{dp^n}{dr^n} = - \frac{p^n}{1 + r^n} < 0 \quad (E.2) \]

Being \( p^− \) the average success probability of all projects financed by a bank, the expected profit of a bank is given by:

\[ \Pi^B = \left( p^−(1 + r^n) - (1 + \rho) \right)K \quad (E.3) \]

The maximum interest rate \( r^n_{\text{max}} \) is determined by:

\[ \frac{\partial \Pi^B}{\partial r^n} = \frac{\partial p^−}{\partial p^n}(1 + r^n) + p^− = 0 \quad (E.4) \]

Appendix F

No project financing:

\[ p^−(1 + r^n_{\text{max}}) < (1 + \rho) \quad (F.1) \]

Project financing:

\[ p^−(1 + r^n_{\text{max}}) \geq (1 + \rho) \quad (F.2) \]

Due to zero profit condition:

\[ p^−(1 + r^n) = (1 + \rho) \quad (F.3) \]

Using (F.3) (E.1) can be written as:

\[ p^n \gamma(p^n)F(K) - \frac{p^n}{p^−}(1 + \rho)K = w\beta \quad (F.4) \]

which implies to little entrepreneurial entry since \( \frac{p^n}{p^−} > 1 \).

Reducing the corporate tax rate below the labour income tax rate (decrease in \( \beta \)) leads to an increase in \( p^n \) (more entrepreneurs with low risk projects enter the market):

\[ \frac{dp^n}{d\beta} = - \frac{w}{1 + r^n} < 0 \quad (F.5) \]

Q.E.D.

Appendix G:

The interest rate of a screened project \( r^{ns} \) with success probability \( p_j \) is given by:
\[ p_j(1 + r^{ns}) = (1 + \rho)(1 + c). \] (G.1)

The expected profit of an entrepreneur with a screened project is simply:

\[ F(K) - (1 + \rho)(1 + c)K \] (G.2)

There is an equilibrium without screening if:

\[ F(K) - \frac{p^n}{p} (1 + \rho)K = w\beta > F(K) - (1 + \rho)(1 + c)K \] (G.3)

There is an equilibrium with screening if \( F(K) - (1 + \rho)(1 + c)K \geq w\beta \). In this case, entrepreneurs with success probability \( p_j \geq p^{ns} \) choose the screening option and all projects are carried out. \( p^{ns} \) is given by:

\[ (1 + c) = \frac{p^{ns}}{p} \] (G.4)

Given that all projects are carried out, no efficiency improvements through taxes or subsidies on entry can be achieved.

**Appendix H**

Assume that there is a tax on screening expenditures denoted by \( \theta \). The equilibrium values of \( \varepsilon^s \) and \( \varepsilon^{ps} \) are given by:

\[ \varepsilon^s F(K) - (1 + c(1 + \theta))(1 + \rho)K = \varepsilon^s F(K) - \frac{\varepsilon^s}{\varepsilon^{ps+}} (1 + \rho)K \] (H.1)

and

\[ \varepsilon^{ps} F(K) - \frac{\varepsilon^{ps}}{\varepsilon^{ps+}} (1 + \rho)K = w\beta \] (H.2)

Uniform distribution of entrepreneurs over success probabilities implies

\[ \varepsilon^{ps+} = \frac{\varepsilon^s + \varepsilon^{ps}}{2} \] (H.3)

Thus (H.1) and (H.2) can be written as

\[ A\left(\varepsilon^s, \varepsilon^{ps}, \theta\right) \equiv 1 + c(1 + \theta) - \frac{2\varepsilon^s}{\varepsilon^s + \varepsilon^{ps}} = 0 \] (H.4)

and

\[ B\left(\varepsilon^s, \varepsilon^{ps}, \theta\right) \equiv \varepsilon^{ps} F(K) - \frac{2\varepsilon^{ps}}{\varepsilon^s + \varepsilon^{ps}} (1 + \rho)K - w\beta = 0 \] (H.5)
Differentiating (H.4) and (H.5) using Cramer’s Rule and evaluating for $\theta=0$ and $\beta=1$ yields:

$$\frac{de^s}{d\theta} = -\frac{c}{\Delta} F(K) - \frac{2\epsilon^s}{(\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps)^2} (1 + \rho)K > 0$$

(H.6)

since

$$F(K) = \frac{2}{\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps} (1 + \rho)K = \frac{1}{\epsilon^ps} (\epsilon^ps + F(K) - (1 + \rho)K) > 0$$

(i.e. the average project in the pooling market generates a positive expected return. Otherwise the entrepreneurs in this market would prefer $w$ as a payoff)

and

$$\frac{de^ps}{d\theta} = -\frac{c}{\Delta} \left( \frac{2\epsilon^ps}{(\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps)^2} (1 + \rho)K \right) < 0$$

(H.7)

where

$$\Delta = -\frac{2\epsilon^ps}{(\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps)^2} F(K) < 0$$

Overall welfare is now given by:

$$W = n \int \left[ \epsilon F(K) - (1 + \rho + c(1 + \rho))K \right] g(\epsilon) d\epsilon + n \int \left[ \epsilon F(K) - (1 + \rho)K \right] g(\epsilon) d\epsilon + \int_{0}^{\epsilon^ps} \rho^ps \omega(\epsilon) d\epsilon$$

(H.8)

The welfare effect of introducing the tax on screening is

$$\frac{dW}{d\theta} = \frac{de^ps}{d\theta} (w - \epsilon^ps F(K) + (1 + \rho)K) + \frac{de^s}{d\theta} cK(1 + \rho)$$

(H.9)

Using (H.4) - (H.7), this yields

$$\frac{dW}{d\theta} = -\frac{c}{\Delta} (1 + \rho)^2 K^2 \frac{(\epsilon^s - \epsilon^ps)}{(\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps)} (F(K) - \frac{2}{\epsilon^s + \epsilon^ps} (1 + \rho)K) > 0$$

(H.10)

Q.E.D.
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